
Prototype Chapter 
 

Prototyping Goals 
The goal of our prototype is to test the influence of a destructible environment on the 
strategic possibilities of the player. How should the enemies itself and the amount of 
enemies be balanced so that it becomes really challenging to hold the village without using 
any environmental strategies. Additionally, it needs to be tested, how the players are trying 
to use the environment to their advantage.  
Another key aspect which has to be validated via the prototype is the level design. The level 
design plays a major role in the game. It defines the limitations and possibilities of using the 
destructible environment.  

Modeled Game 

General Rules 
For the prototype we chose to simulate the real time action via a turn-based system. The 
actors in the game (the player and the enemies) are performing their actions in alternating 
fashion (turns) both with their respectable number of action points. During play testing we 
realized a flaw in the alternating turns system. Therefore, we changed the system to a 
simultaneous system, where all actors perform their actions in the same time. Each action 
consumes points and if the action points are depleted no further moves can be performed 
during this turn.  

Actors 
In the prototyped game we have 4 different actors: The hero and the 3 enemy types. The 
following cards are showing the stats and the abilities of the actors. In the top right corner 
the amount of action points per turn and the health points are shown. In the middle of the 
cards is a short description of the actors and their abilities. In the bottom the moving and 
attack stats are given. The bottom left side represents the amount of action points the actor 
has to spend to move x centimeter on the game board/level. The right side shows the ratio 
between action points to spend and damage value. All actors perform the actions 
simultaneously, therefore it is possible for the hero to react in real time, if he has enough 
action points left in this turn. 
 
 



 

 

Enemy Behaviour 
The attack vector from which the enemies are coming is determined by a dice (1&2 from left 
side, 3&4 from the middle, 5&6 from the right side). The attack then comes in big wave with 
a certain formation. This formation is shown in the picture below. The big cubes represent 
our big enemy type, the small cubes the middle one and the small tetrahedron are the small 
and fast enemies.  
 



 
 

Each enemy type (big, medium and small) has a different behaviour which is based on the 
common behaviour shown in the flow diagram below. The difference between the enemy 
types is defined by the prioritze_goal() function. The general goal of all enemies is to get to 
the mystical power source of the village. On their way they sense different objects. The goal 
of the big enemy type is mainly the destruction of functional buildings and the clearing of 
blocked paths. He has a small sense radius and if he senses a functional building he 
prioritises the destruction of that building over walking to the center. The same principle 
applies for the medium large enemies. Their sense radius is a little larger, but they sense 
also hostile units. The small enemies have the biggest sense radius and only prioritize 
hostile units over advancing to the center. Additional prioritization factor is the length of the 
estimated path. If the path is too long, the enemies are more likely to attack the surrounding 
buildings or buildings which are in their way to the center as the costs for the way are higher 
than the costs for removing a building.  
 



 

Buildings and their purpose 
The village consists of ordinary houses, one bridge in the west, the core (a mystical power 
source) and 3 functional buildings which produce the placeable traps. The core is the main 
goal of the enemies and if it falls the fight is lost. The bridge provides a path over the river. It 
is possible to destroy the bridge and therefore slow everyone down who wants to trespass 
the river. The 3 factories, which are marked as grey buildings on the gameboard, produce a 
certain number of placeables during each wave. The number is given in the description text 
of the respective card. If a particular factory is destroyed it can’t be replaced and produces 
no more objects. All of the functional buildings are subtypes of a house. A house (the 
ordinary building) can be destroyed by the player or the enemies. It takes 10 damage points 
to destroy a house and 15 damage points to clean up the debris. If a building is in the 
destroyed state and is only a pile of debris, it is impossible to walk through it and has to be 
cleaned up. 
 



 

 
 

Traps 
The traps can be placed before an attack begins and the wave approaches. The player has 
unlimited time to think about the trap placement. This encourages a deep strategic thinking 
and planning to accomplish the goal of fighting of the incoming enemies. The 3 different 
traps are shown in the cards below. The cards describe the effect of the trap and show the 
amount of health points or damage points it takes to set it off. 



 

Level Design 
Our first level design prototype is shown in the picture below. The X marks the core, which 
has to be defended from enemies. The main paths/roads have a certain width, so it takes 
two destroyed buildings or two spike walls to block them. Between the main streets are 
house blocks located with a yard. Every block has two entrances which can be blocked by 
destroying a building or placing a spike wall. This placement of the buildings allow the 
enemies to find many ways through the village and challenge the player to think of a strategy 
of how to use the buildings to his advantage. With this constellation the player has many 
options to get the upper hand.  

 



 
The next pictures show the next and final iteration of the level. At the same time it serves as 
the gameboard or rather as the placement outline for the houses. The functional buildings 
are the grey filled rectangles. The last picture of this section shows a photo of the final 
placement of the buildings and the final game board as well as some already placed traps. 
 

 

 



What we’ve learned 
● Village can be small but should provide lots of destruction possibilities which can be 

achieved by letting the player form a longer path through the quarters of the village. 
● House groups with two entrances improve the gameplay and strategic thinking and 

enables the player to think more easily about possible paths. 
● Watchtowers are not necessary and make the game too complicated but could be 

added later on for players that seek a more challenging experience. 
● Functional buildings make the player really think about the paths and require more 

strategic thinking because it adds another limitation on the planning of the path. 
● Playtesting has shown that lava is optional but might be a good effect to give the 

player more options in defending and it increases the immersion of the place. 
● The defending units are optional but could be used to increase the depth of the game 

and it might be really interesting to decide on the upgrades and placement of them. 
Additionally having allied units could lead to a more immersive world because more 
enemies could attack at the same time. 

● Placing the objects only before the attack lets the player focus on the attack and 
requires them to plan ahead or “quick fixing” of a situation by destroying buildings if 
something doesn’t turn out as planned. 

● Realtime actions can only be partly simulated using a prototype but is a great way of 
having a first gameplay test.  

Influences on the game 
● For the destruction to really make a difference the width of the paths is important. In 

the gameplay prototype the widths were initially too big and it was hard to use the 
destruction of the buildings to block a path. 

● We learned that the feature of destructible buildings in combination with a few traps 
to add an additional layer of strategy to the game is enough and should be polished 
before continuing with the optional features like upgradable allied soldiers or the lava 
simulation.  

● We realized that if the game is not played top down it will probably be very hard for 
new players to anticipate the behavior of the approaching forces. Thus we talked 
about adding a spell that shows the outlines of the enemies even through walls so 
the player can better react to the situation. This new spell will be called mage vision.  

● Another option of letting the player learn the game would be the addition of a 
(mini)map with an optional addition of the paths the enemies currently decided on. 
This can also help new players getting used to the planning aspect of the game. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Card Artwork: 
- https://www.deviantart.com/alaiaorax/art/Hellhound-Gwent-art-contest-739096007  
- https://www.deviantart.com/jfoliveras/art/Carolingian-infantryman-698137923  
- https://www.deviantart.com/zummeng/art/Fire-Golem-Comission-600366053  
- https://www.deviantart.com/2blind2draw/art/fire-mage-495226541  
- https://www.deviantart.com/vityar83/art/village-square-713601193  
- https://www.deviantart.com/moonscreamer/art/Sawmill-215736092  
- https://www.deviantart.com/rhysgriffiths/art/Medieval-Fabric-Dyers-416841070  
- http://66.media.tumblr.com/a6e0d062de47911517ccb254917c81f0/tumblr_nulaczmD

fw1qg48x7o1_1280.jpg  
- https://www.deviantart.com/fluffyslipper/art/Ice-cave-763888602  
- https://www.deviantart.com/dhurgan/art/Barrels-WIPsmall-574931788  
- https://www.deviantart.com/themefinland/art/Chemical-Rainbows-556941562  
- https://ark.gamepedia.com/Wooden_Spike_Wall  
- https://www.deviantart.com/chateaugrief/art/Stow-Lake-642314674  
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